ERETZ YISRAEL

Dance: S. Gov-Ari
Music: Yisrael Dayan
Formation: Circle

PART I
Face CCW

1 - 4 Step FWD R,L, full turn CCW with R,L
5 - 6 Step CCW R,L
7 - 8 Step R in place, shift weight BWD to L
9 - 16 Repeat 1-8
17 - 20 Step R to right, face center, cross L over R in place L to left
21 - 22 Cross R over, L in place
23 - 24 Right shoulder FWD to center, step-together-step with R
25 - 26 Cross L over, step R in place
27 - 30 Repeat 23-26 with opposite footwork and direction
31 - 32 Step FWD R,L while turning BWD to face CW

INTERLUDE

1 - 2 Step R to right to face center, cross L behind
3 - 4 Balance R,L
5 - 6 Close R, clap twice fast

PART II

1 - 2 Step R to right, close L fast, step R fast to right
3 - 4 Cross L over, step R in place
5 - 6 Turn BWD thru left with L,R to face out
7 - 8 Fast yemenite with L
9 - 12 Facing out, turn BWD making small circle to right step-together-step R, and L
13 - 16 Complete the turn with step-bounce, clap R,L,R close L, clap, hold, face center
17 - 32 Repeat 1-16